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Abstract 

Background: Sleep is essential for health and sleep disturbances can cause a number of 

disorders. The present study was conducted to assess effect of sleep deprivation on postural 

control in resident doctors. 

Materials & Methods: 50resident doctors of both genders were included. Resting pulse rate 

and blood pressure were measured. Progressive sleepiness and postural control was measured 

at fixed intervals of 0, 6, 12, 18, and 24 h of SD during their 24 hours duty period. 

Assessment of degree of sleepiness: Sensation of sleepiness was subjectively assessed using 

the “Pictorial Sleepiness Scale Based on Cartoon Faces” and scored on a 5 points scale. 

Results: Out of 50 subjects, males were 30 and females were 20. The mean score at baseline 

was 0.1, at 6 hours was 0.1, at 12 hours was 0.34, at 18 hours was 1.35 and at 24 hours was 

1.80. The difference was significant (P< 0.05). The mean sleepiness score at baseline was 1.0, 

at 6 hours was 1.3, at 12 hours was 1.5, at 18 hours was 2.4 and at 24 hours was 3.6. The 

difference was significant (P< 0.05). 

Conclusion: Sleep deprivation significantly deteriorates the postural control. 
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Introduction 

Sleep is essential for health and sleep disturbances (insufficient duration, poor quality, and 

irregular timing) can cause a number of disorders. With respect to sleep research, the duration 

is the most frequently investigated measure because it is easily obtained by an individual 

inquiry.
1
 The appropriate sleep duration for adults has been suggested to be more than 9 

hours per night, while other authors claimed that a minimum of 7–8 hours of sleep would be 

sufficient.
2
 Several factors, such as work demands, can reduce the sleeping duration below 

the recommended values eliciting a wide range of effects on mood, cognitive and motor 

functions.Sleep disorders have a negative impact on postural control (PC) and the standing 

posture is crucial to perform different tasks, from reaching to locomotion. Moreover, sleep 
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disorders and subsequent PC deterioration are related to work accidents, like driving 

accidents and falls among frail populations, such as the elderly.
3 

Resident doctors suffer from intense mental fatigue due to stress full duty period with sleep 

deprivation. The decreased duration of sleep on a daily basis leads to chronic sleep 

deprivation (SD).
4
 Resident doctors undergo short periods of total SD ranging from 24 to 48 

hours while being on continuous duty. The reduction in performance after 24 hours of SD has 

been equated to the effect of a 0.1% blood alcohol concentration.
5
The present study was 

conducted to assess effect of sleep deprivation on postural control in resident doctors. 

 

Materials & Methods 

The present study comprised of 50residentdoctors of both genders. The consent was obtained 

from all enrolled patients. 

Data such as name, age, gender etc. was recorded. All subjects were asked to avoid any heavy 

exercise before the recording of parameters. They were instructed not to take tea, coffee or 

any drinks 1 hour before the recordings. Resting pulse rate and blood pressure were 

measured. Progressive sleepiness and postural control was measured at fixed intervals of 0, 6, 

12, 18, and 24 h of SD during their 24 h duty period. Assessment of degree of sleepiness: 

Sensation of sleepiness was subjectively assessed using the “Pictorial Sleepiness Scale Based 

on Cartoon Faces” and scored on a 5 points scale.Data thus obtained were subjected to 

statistical analysis. P value < 0.05 was considered significant. 

 

Results 

Table I Distribution of subjects 

Total- 50 

Gender Males Females 

Number 30 20 

Table I shows that out of 50 subjects, males were 30 and females were 20. 

 

Table II Assessment of one leg stand test score for postural control  

Time One leg stand test P value 

0 0.1 0.04 

6 0.1 

12 0.34 

18 1.35 

24 1.80 

Table II, graph I shows that mean score at baseline was 0.1, at 6 hours was 0.1, at 12 hours 

was 0.34, at 18 hours was 1.35 and at 24 hours was 1.80. The difference was significant (P< 

0.05). 
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Graph I Assessment of one leg stand test score for postural control 

 

 
 

Table III Assessment of Sleepiness scale 

 

Time Sleepiness scale P value 

0 1.0 0.05 

6 1.3 

12 1.5 

18 2.4 

24 3.6 

 

Table III, graph II shows that mean sleepiness score at baseline was 1.0, at 6 hours was 1.3, at 

12 hours was 1.5, at 18 hours was 2.4 and at 24 hours was 3.6. The difference was significant 

(P< 0.05). 
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Graph II Assessment of Sleepiness scale 

 
 

Discussion 

Mental fatigue is believed to be a gradual and cumulative process associated with a 

disinclination to exert any effort, reduced efficiency, alertness and impaired mental 

performance. The body’s Postural Control depends on coordination of the central nervous 

system (CNS) with visual sense, proprioceptive sense and vestibular information and 

regulation of the CNS to exercise the effector organs.
6
 Any change in these processes will 

influence Postural Control. The effects of sleep deprivation on vestibular responses have been 

the subject of a few studies. It has been shown that sleep deprivation in humans can induce an 

alteration in the posterior parietal cortex that plays a crucial role in the processing of 

vestibular information in relation with space representation.
7
The present study was conducted 

to assess effect of sleep deprivation on postural control in resident doctors. 

We observed that out of 50 subjects, males were 30 and females were 20. Yogi et 

al
8
evaluated the effect of sleep deprivation on postural control at different durations of SD, to 

identify the duration of SD after which Postural control is affected and to correlate the 

subjective assessment of sleepiness and postural control in resident doctors during the 24 h 

duty period. One leg stand test was used to measure Postural Control and Pictorial Sleepiness 

Scale measured the degree of sleepiness 6 hourly in 30 resident doctors during their 24 h 

duty. Mean one leg stand test score increased with increasing duration of SD. The scores 

were significantly reduced at SD of 18 h (p< 0.001)., There was positive correlation between 

pictorial sleepiness scale and one leg stand test score (r = 0.6619). 

We found that mean score at baseline was 0.1, at 6 hours was 0.1, at 12 hours was 0.34, at 18 

hours was 1.35 and at 24 hours was 1.80. Sleep deprivation or restriction is related to the total 

sleep time, loss of one or more sleep phases and also with the sleep quality. Therefore, low 

sleep quality is a type of sleep deprivation. Research has shown that inadequate sleep can 

affect vigilance, information integration, reasoning abilities and motor control performance, 

such as posture control.
9
 To maintain effective performance, sleep quality is as important as 
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sleep quantity. Consequently, subjects should be assessed about their sleep patterns such as 

sleep interruptions, sleep latency, total sleep time, and frequency of awakenings.
10 

We found that mean sleepiness score at baseline was 1.0, at 6 hours was 1.3, at 12 hours was 

1.5, at 18 hours was 2.4 and at 24 hours was 3.6. Liu Y et al
11

 shown that postural stability 

and motor control are affected by more than 19, 24 or 48 h of sleep deprivation and the effect 

of sleep deprivation on postural sway were correlated with reduced levels of Alertness.Patel 

M
12

 found that twenty-four hours of sleep deprivation led to the disturbances in postural 

control which intensified with the duration of sleepless-ness. FabbriMet al
13

 gave the possible 

explanation that the changes in the sensory integration may be concurrent with the visual 

deficiencies caused by sleep deprivation.  

The limitation the study is small sample size.  

 

Conclusion 

Authors found that sleep deprivation significantly deteriorates the postural control. 
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